HTCC BOARD MEETING MINUTES

May 20, 2018

Present:
Sudhir Verma
Sridhar Talanki
Mahesh Anandan
Prof. Ved Nanda
Deepak Malhotra
Asha Vasant
Ravi Raj
Anshuman Purohit
Sony Das
Madhusudan Bhat
Rajesh Kaul

By Phone:
Arjun Sen
Rajesh Agarwal

Absent
Sanjai Natesan
Reva Nayar

MEETING MINUTES

Meeting started with OM and Good News sharing

The Board unanimously approved April 2018 board meeting

1. CFO/Treasurer presented the Financial update, which was accepted by the board

2. Board was updated on the long term liability
   - Letters given to the devotees who have provided loan to the temple: Laxmi and Raj Mrig, Deepak and Jyoti Malhotra and Madhur Mahajan
   - Attorney Fees: Deepak ji graciously said that he think of giving another loan of $15,000 to clear the Attorney fees. Board stated that this amount will be paid back in four months getting the money and of paying off the fees

3. Dr. Agarwal gave detailed report on brick project. Board thanked Sumanth Talanki for helping in updating the list as a volunteer.
4. Sridhar ji updated on the logo competition

5. Rajesh ji Kaul took charge Operations and Maintenance.

6. Asha ji took lead for Fund Raising team with Deepak ji, Ved ji, Sridhar ji, Sony ji, Mahesh ji, Arjun ji, Madhusudan ji and Sudhir ji. To expand the team we will have to approach the few community members to join the team.

7. Rajesh ji Kaul and Asha ji to prepare orientation and training manual for the priests

8. Sudhir ji to check with Sanjai ji on web site, as it has taken too long.

9. Navgrah project: Rajesh ji Kaul made a comment on fire safety and structural responsibility on installation. Sanjai ji has to give a concrete report on deities and installation date.

10. Thanked Sony ji and Madhusudan ji for all the efforts for arranging the social, religious and cultural events. All board members were asked to come forward and help in the events as the events team is trying to put many more events.

11. Deepak ji updated on the library project. Community members willing to help are Madhu ji Mahajan, Rita ji Bhasin, Neera ji Das and Jyoti ji Malhotra.

12. Board unanimously decided to hold the next meeting as open for the community. Announcement will go through the email. Community members will have 15 minutes in the end to ask any question regarding the temple finances, operations or next projects.

13. Ravi ji took charge of Mandir Vani with Sanjai ji and Shashikiran ji.

14. Meeting ended with Shanthi Paath.